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· • There was a young girl from Nantucket
who didn't send. us a poem. These people . ·
did,page5.
• "El Grande" is the taco the town, Sound &
Vision, page 11.
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SG elections contested
Commission rules in favor of Perez
bJ Mike Griffin
Future naff

The run-off elections for student body
President and Vice President were delayed
this week pecause presidential candidate
Pete Morloc1:c contested last week s general
election results.
Morlock contested the election, in which
. Vice President Tico Perez won in numbers
but failed to achieve a majority, on three
grounds.
First, Morlock said a full-page advertisement endorsing Perez in the April 2 issue of
the Future was in violation of UCF election
statutes. because Perez did not declare it on
his campaign expenditures list.
Second, Morlock· said an endorsement
Perez received from Sigm~ Chi fraternity's
monthly publication T~ SIGnal violated
statutes. Perez is a member of the fraternity
and Morlock said the endosement was a
· violation because· it did not provide 'equal
time for all other candidates for the same office.''
Morlock's last point of contestment was
that, if Perez was forced to declare the endorsement and the advertisement as
monetary campaign expenditures, he would
violate the candidates' $393 spending limit.
The Student Government Elections Commission met Wednesd{ly to rule on
1

Morlock's charges. Perez . said he knew
nothing of the ad prior to the Wednesday
before the Future's publication.
Perez contended the ad was paid for by
·numerous members of the student body and
therefore should not have been listed as his
campaign expenditure.
Perez also claimed he knew nothing about
The· SIGnal 's endorsement before it was
published. Al Ferguson, associate editOr of
. .The SIGnal, said the publication did not
· refuse coverage to any candidate, and that
the reason none was given was because none
was asked for.
Per~z said, "It is not the media's responsibility to seek the candidates, it's the candidate's responsibility to seek the media.''
Following the hearing, the elections commission issued a decision against Morlock
on all points.
The commission, consisting of chairwoman Kim Faires, Scott Walls and Rick
Estremera, first pointed out that there was
a conflict in the Election Statutes as revised
by the student senate.
Sections A and B of chapter 604:2 read:
"604.2 Campaign Contributions
.
and Expenses
A. Candidates assume responsibility for all expenses on their behalf.
· B. Campaign material not authoriz- .
Contest. page 10

All coked up
Miguel and Juan with jokes that are even older than their
jackets. Did our critic give them a chili.receptio11? See the
"El Grande ~e Coca·Cola" revie~, page 11;

terrorism \'ter-er-,iz-em\ n: 'they shoot, we shoot'
, Dr. Hatem HusS~ini, dir~ctor of Pale.stine Information Office.
by Diane Taylor
Managing editor

"We as Palestinians respect
Judaism,'' he said.' 'You see the Holy Land is holy to the three religions
(Judaism, Christianity and Moslem).
After his speech, Hussaini was
questioned by three student
panelists.
One question posed by a member
of UCF's Jewish Student Union
caused some unrest in the audience.
Michelle Krublit asked how Hus- .
saini could speak for a state that
doesn't exist.
Hussaini esplained that when the
land was partitioned by the United
Nations, Palestinians owned 95 percent of the' land. The other 5 percent
was o~ed by Israelis. "We reject

Palestinians are "victims," not
helpless refugees or violent terrorists, aceording to Dr. Hatem
Hussaini, director of Palestine Information Office m Washington,
D.C.
Hussaini, speaking to a
predominately Palestinian audience
of about 100 at UCF Tuesday, spent
most of his speech refuting '~this big
lie: the Palestinians will destroy the
Jews."
Wearing a conservative navy suit
and a dark tie, Hassaini tried to
dispell "the myths and rumors
about Palestinians."
"You don't see the Palestinian.
You don't see me. You see (Yasser)
Arafat with the big nose--the comic
character,'' he explained.
by Kathleen Foronda
Hussaini compared the present New• editor
situation to the · Nazi execution of
Jews during World War II. "The As of yesterday, UCF students
. Israeli army is doing the same thing riding the East Orange Express
to the Palestinian,'' he said.
began paying 35 cents to keep the
Hussaini presented two Palesti- bus service running to the campus ..
nian plans that he felt would solve ·
the problem over the land, known as According to student body PresiPalestine until 1948. He suggested dent George Chandler, Stud~nt
dividing the land fairly between Government agreed last y~ with
Israelis and Palestinians. Or he said the Orange County Commiss1on ·to
both could co·habitate the la'nd with jointly provide funding for a pilot
equal civil rights.
program which would allow~ shut·
"It is a political struggle; Zionism tie bus run to UCF. SG con~~buted
the establishment of a strictly $7 ,000 and the county fumsped a
Jewish state, or a democratic .state grant of nearly $30,000. The test ·
where we can co-exist,'' Hussaini pr~gram began in early April last
said.
year and expired Sept. 30.

-

the U.N. partition,'' he said . . ''They
gave away more than half the land
that was not owned by them. Our
right to establish a state is sacred."
Hussaini was also questioned
about terrorism tactics used by the
Palestine Liberation Organization.
"What is terrorism? They shoot, we
shoot. If you use the term, use it ori
ooth sides,'' he said. • war is a form
of terrorism.''
Nancy Spalding, moderator for
the panel, said UCF' s administration wanted to cancel the speech.
"There were complaints from . the
community, and· they thought it
was improper of us to have asked
him (Hussaini) , " she said.
1

Spalding said the groups sponsoring the speech were finally forced to
allow a student panel to .question
Hussaini or caneel the speech
altogether. "They wanted us to bring in Charley Reese and make it into a debate,'' she explained.
UCF President Trevor Colbourn
and Provost Leslie Ellis were not
available for comment before the
Future deadline.
Spalding said there. were strong
objectfons from the Jewish Student
Union. However, Michelle Krublit
said, "I feel that it was appropriate
for hini to come speak just to
demonstrate that freedom of speech
Hussaini, page 10

UCF students to pay 35 cents for bus service
·After September, SG opteEl not to
finance the service another year, and
students were charged 25. cents to
pay for the service.
''We decided that we only started .
it as a pilot program," Chandler
said. "We checked with a lot of people and we don't think it's 'Student
Government's job to provide
transportation for students.''
Chandler said, "We passed the
test with flying colors.''
Jim Wilson, director of the EOE,
says the service is a non-profit
organization which provides public
transportation to residents from
Christmas, Fla. to the Colonial Plaza
M~. UCF was added to the EOE's

bus schedule when the pilot program
began.
According to Wilson, when SG
dropped funding, it posed no problem in continuing the service to
UCF. lie said the Department of
Transportation and the county
jointly agreed to the $323,000 needed for next year. The 35-cent charge
to the students will cover ·expenses
for running buses in and out of UCF.
"We're now running a steady
number· of about 175 riders a day
and about 75 of those are· from
UCF," Wilson said.
Both Wilson and Chandler con- .
tend the ridership has been good and
is proof that UCF is in need of a bus
service.

-Pag~2

Across From U.C.F.

Pool Table
and

Wateh for Our

Video Games

lrandO..ning
. ~rll ·24fhl

including:
Donkey Kong
Centipede

All classes for students in the College of Business Administration are
:canceled today beginning at 11 a.m., for the annual Business Day celebra~ tion at Lake Claire.
.
No night classes, however, will be canceled.

Frogger

~

HAPPY HOUR

Galaga

~

4-7 p.m.

New Ms. Pacman

§

DRAFT BEER
$3.15 Pitcher

$2. 75 PitchPr

Tempest
Omega Race ·

and

plus

Call 273- 2461

StarGate

~

'~~'KQ<KQ'l<b><~Ow..t?X-4~~~"><0~·~~.g-,~~~

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) will be on campus today to interview
interested accountancy students for summer and fall 1982 co-pp positions. There will be positions available in Fort Pierce, l4'ort Myers,. ~arasota,
St. Petersburg, West Palm Beach, Orlando, Jacksonville, Tampa, Fort
Lauderdale and Miami. Interested students should come by the co-op office,
Administrative Building Room 124~ for detailed information.

• •• •

•

Dedication ceremonies for the new residence halls will begin today at 9:30
a.m. in the Commons Building. Refreshments will be served.

•••

· UCF will have free orchestra concerts this nionth. On April 18, the UCF
Community Symphony under Patricia Stenberg will perform at 3 p.m. in
the SC a~ditorium. Sabina Micarelli will
the featured violinist. The
program will consist of Wagner's Prelude to "Die Meistersinger," Mozart's
Concerto No. 5 in a Major for Violin and Symphony No. 2, Opus 16 "The
Four Temperments" b;r Carl Nielsen.
.
On April 20 the UCF' Chamber Orchestra, directed by Micarelli, will perform at 8 p.m. in the music rehearsal hall. The guest soloist will be UCF saxophone instructor William Schwab, who will perform in the BachBrandenburg Concerto No. 2 in F Major.

be

MDA
.The Brothers, Pledges, and
Little Sisters of

.
I

•••

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
would like to thank all those who
participated in making our
NO REGARD PARTY

a great success.

•••

•

Students and educators throughout the United States are invited to join
in'"'"Ground Zero Week,'' a nationally coordinated campaign of local community activities to prevent nuclear war, April 18-25. About 400 colleges
·have planned events; UCF has not. A convocation focusing on the growing
threat of nuclear war and the harmful economic effects of the arms race will
be held April 22. For more in.fomtation on local activities, contact Charles
Monfort, Union of Concerned Scientists, 1346 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite
1101, Washington D.C. 20036; 202/296-5600.

• ••

· See ya next year!

•

''Victims-who will be next,'' is a special Holocaust memorial event that
will be presented on April 20 at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center.
The event is in commemoration of the six million Jews who were killed
during World War II. Another purpose is to educate people on the
Holocaust's impact on the world. Tess Wise, a survivor and noted expert on
the Holocaust will be the special guest speaker. Wise will talk about the implications of the holocaust on current terrorist activities.
A slide presentation, "Portrait of My Family," will also be shown. It is
about an American woman searching for her family lost in the Holocaust.
Poetry recitations, music rendering and candle lighting ceremonies will
follow. There will also be an open question and answer session with Ms.
Wise.
The UCF Wind Ensemble and Florida Youth Wind Ensemble will join
each other in concert at 7:30 p.m. on April 21 at Lake Mary High School.
The coneert is free and the public is invited to attend.

...

YOUR GIRLFRIEND WEARS
ARMY BOOTS.

~~N/. ~
~;;.;~~~~·
~'i'~,r
\"

.

•••

·)

~.. -~\

-~
,

~

•••

On April 21, the Orlando Evening Chapter .of Women's American ORT
will host "An Evening with Charley Reese."
The event will be open to the public and will be held at Congregation Ohev
Shalom on 5015 Goddard Ave, at 7:30 p.m. Admission will be $2 per person.

Lf she's a member of Army
ROTC. that's a real compliment.
Because she knows that ROTC
off~rs the sa me opportunities for
_ ___... young women as it does men.
In ROTC, she'll have
the chance to develop
leadership skills and earn
money at the same time.
After graduation, she'll
become an officer in the
Army, where she'll get the
·===='f'l"\,~~~;;.J kind of experience employers value.
If your girlfriend wears
Army boots. she has a head
start on an exeiting career
after college.
For more information,
cbntact your Professor of
Military Science.

BE~~ •• For Information Contact:
Major James 0. Hornaday
University of Central
Florida
Orlando, Florida 32816

A mass meeting for the programming and activities council will be April 2
at noon in the SC auditorium. For more information, call Beth Mills at
X-2072.

•••

Kappa Sigma fraternity is sponsoring an End of the Year party on April
23 from 7:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. at Lake Claire. Donations are $3 in advance and
$4 at ~he gate fo_r all the beer you can drink.

TIRED OF BEING SNOWED
R¥ SHOE SALESMEN :POSING AS AUDIO EXPERTS?
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD OF FICTION.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS• KITS• CABINETS
•X-OVERS•DRIVERS
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
•REPAIRS ON _A;L~BRANDS
WHILE YOU WATCH

(305) 275-2430

•AKAi • TEAC • DlJAI. • MARAN17:

e

50 FEET WEST OF THE e
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE.

1019 W. FAIRBANKS AVE.
WINTER PARK, FL.
l BLK. EAST OF 17-92'

628-1735

•
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SG to negotiate S.1.,400 van repair bill
by Kathleen Foronda
New• edltOI'

A local car dealership may have to
file .suit against UCF's Student
Government in order to get the full
payment of a $1,400 repair bill, ac·
cording to student body president
George Chandler.
Student Government and Bob
Dance Dodge, 5152 Highway 17·92
in Longwood, are arguing over the
payment of a J aimary repair bill. Ac·
cording to Chandler, the work per·

formed by Bob Dance Dodge includ·
eel unauthorized service such as a
brake job and a piston package.
Chandler said "We're going to go
ahead and negotiate it through. It
will just be me and the manager of
Bob Dance Dodge. Dr. (LeVester)
-----------· "If they don't accept the
amount, then they'll have to file
suit."
George Chandler
Student Body President

Tubbs sent a memo asking us (SO)
to go ahead and negotiate.'~
Chandler said he would try to bring
costs down to "fair market value."
He added.that he would be willing to
b t
7$800
$ 00 i
h
to_ l, O or t e
pay · e w~~-repairs.
"If they don't accept the amount,
· .then they'll have to file suit," he
sm"d.
Tony Bushman, service adviser
. for the dealership said the work was
authorized by fo~er SO Executive
Adviser Mark Donaldson.
. ,
Carrot Wilson, general manager

for Bob Dance Dodge said, ''They
(SO) have called, they have made
two appointments, and they . have
yet to show up."
Chandler said: "We expected
them to do something a long time
ago. They've contacted the universi·
ty, but there has been no threat of
lawsuits." ·
He said he wants the dispute to be
solved before he leaves office.
"When I leave office I want every
loose end to be.totally tied.''

Cha.ndler okays.$10,000

for-new-van
by Mike 'Griffin
· Futwe ataff

MAJLJBU GRAND PRIX
GOODif'iEAR

·Valvoline

College Nite at Malibu Grand Pr~.
S1VDENTS ... take a break from bookwork and come to
Malibu Grand Prix for V:alvoline Racing Nite. Put yourself
behind the ·w heel of a formula racing c_a r and experience the
challenge and thrills of racing against a computerized timing system 01:J .a scaled-down ~acetrack. ~yone with a current school ID card and a valid driver's license can partici·pate, and there will be categories for both men and w~men,
with prizes awarded to the winners. As a special bonus, Tshirts will be given to the first _5 0 ·e ntrants. Valvoline Racing
Nite at Malibu Grand Prix ... a buck~a-lap opportunity to
take a break from the books.
·

· Student body President George
Chandler has earmarked $10,000 for
the purchase of a new Student
Government van. Chandler has also
provided for funds to purchase
another van in next year's SO
budget.
According to Chandler, the expen, ditures are necessary due to the poor
condition of the current SO vans.
The final cost of the. new vehicles
depends on the ~rade-in value of the
·old vans, Chandler said.
"The cost may be more· than
$10,000," Chandler said.
SO is required to accept the
lowest bid offer in the bid~ process, Chandler said. SO must stay
within the confines of the state con·
tract system ''unless we can get a
better price," he added.
Chandler said SO is investigating
the proper way to go about the bidding process. The process should
begin soon and will take 4 to 6 weeks
to run its course.
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FREE
Game

Tokens

I In Our GIANT Gameroom
IL

-------Offer expires April 22
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FREE
Game

.Tokens·
In Our GIANT Gameroom

- -- - ----- Ofi"er valid April 23-May 22

I
I
I
I
1.

I

Address correspondence to 'the Future.
P.O. Box 2liOOO, Orlando 32816. Letters
and news announcements must be submit· ,
ted by 5 p.m. Monooy to be considered for
publication in the next issue. .
This public document was promulgated
at an annual cost of $79,000 or 5.3 cents
per c.opy to inform the university com·
munity. Annual advertising revenue of
$50,560 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual.
cost.
Opinions expressed in the Future are
those of the editor or. the writer and not
necessarily those of the University Board
of Publications or administration..
The Future is funded through tlu! Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the
Student Government of tlu! University of
Central Florida

_J...__ _____.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.
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Weekdays 11:30-10:00
Weekends 11:30-11:00
Sunday .4:00·10:00

For Reservations
Phone ,871 ·2120

118 So. Semoran Blvd. (Rt. 436)
(¥.I mlle south of Aloma) ..
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6th 'Annual

END OF THE
YEAR PARTY
I

THE LAST DAY OF CLASSES!

ICE .CREAM SUPERMARKETS·
- 11.00 offT ______T &;,.-;;;;;-----

I
I
.,..~.. , R..g. Prk• !
I Get One Box Free
I·
. ""'/JO't / University
7438 Blvd. Il ""'b ""'/JO't 6
~ I
I . -.. ·
""'b
Carvel
University Square I Carvel
: ~
."r,
I
Ice Cream .
I
I D..essert ;
~ I
.
. I
Cake
·'
I Sundaes
I
Expires
I Expires
4 p.r box
j
I
r--------- . I
open
L------------1
SAVE THE I s.1.oo_ Off Reg. Prke
I
10 a .m.
'1 Buy 1 Box
I
1fARA!J1 I wllh ""'J>oll
I
to
Get One F r e e . I
. . "',
I Caroel
T1 I. _·__ I
9:30 p.m.
I
,' · · .I
j
Flying
·· ";.. -r- I
I Caroel ~
_
I
~
I Saucers
;
I
I Nutty Royales -4 /J.M box I .
II F.xoires
A.:fl=
I 678-0637· JI Expires
.
•
1

I
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4-23-82

·ML-YOU CAN DRINK .
FOR $3.00 ADVANCE DONATION

f

7,i

4-23-82

Lak~· Claire .8:30 P.M.·

n

4-23-82

.

I

/

4-23-82
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I · El Grande de Coca Cola
A Cabaret Musical

GIVErUS

DI ID ·GLASSES
·so·WE r.AN . .
GIVE D GI.ASSES 1·

Beer, Wine, Snacks Available
I Time I
8:00 pm - April 13, 14, 15 ·
. 8:00 pm & 10 pm - ~pril 16, and 17

on campus

WHO NEEDS
1llM.
\~:~ ~

March .19th - Aprll 22nd
.. WllLEY POUNDA110N ... I
~~

''· .,. ,

. ~o'V~

~---~<mp~~
,pr

,.._.f'f'rtcXWl...rrM•lo~b)M~ At#urTrrnml!CU

I

General Admission $4.00
UCF Students Free-

Look For
Posters and Recepttcals

.

~
~~

.. ~

·I Place I
Student Center Audltorlu1'l
For Information call: 275-2862.

~rttt 111.. °'4"A).,,.."1 •li1•';'11

Azeem Hairstyling
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women ... Includes Hair analysis
OPEN ·
-AUTO SAlVACE BROKERSUSED AUTO PARTS
AIRPORT TOWINC
24 HOUR TOWINC
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE
BUY JUNK CARS
MOVE ABAN_DONED VEHICLES
EAST HWV. ·so

AlAFA~A

EMERGENCY #275-8721

~

568-2156

UCF

I

1

I

-~....::.. _

mSOMEONE

,

I

·~i_VE 8(>C~~~-Jl_0J~L.
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l

.

9-5 Tues. - Sat.
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt. Only

WE ARE HERE

CUAAY FOAD AOAD _.

No Gratuities Please

'f'

>

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

273-1313

@REDKEN®

I
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Words worth looking·at
The Clown Who Ran Away

Annie

The clown who ran away with all
my smiles
and scattered them upon
the broken earth
.
(where everyday th~ morning
spills its light,
and time then wipes away the
traces)
knew what I could not.

Annie's well-worn face with her
toothless
.
mouth unfolded slowly as petals
·
of a bloom gently opening
to drink in the cool morning dew.
Exuding from her was a scent of
. gardenias.
'
1
A cluster of that heady whiteness
glowed sedately from the ebony
silk bun resting on the nape
·. of her leather-lined neck.
Just as her gardenias wilted
at the close of day, Annie
fell as from a bough unnoticed,
Discolored, ctlrling at the edges
on the dry parched earth.
-Shirley Grey Brewer

I never burned, I only turned ·to ash.
My feelings flew from inside me
like butterflies without their col- .
ors. ·
I painted on a frown,
and there was nothing left;
. ·

Imagine•••

My dead feet buried .in the ·frozen
.
earth,
I watched with empty eyes · the Hands •••
morning come.
I watched the smiles spring up in · Small, sticky hands
every color,
with tiny pink fingernails
Up from the ground where once want to know and touch everything.
the clown had lost theni.
I watched them spread a thousand
Rugged hands
rainbow-seeds .
as I ran laughing, gathering them with fat, hairy knuckles, .
all,
caked with .dirt and cement
lifting brick after brick ...
my feelings rising up
likethousandsefballoons
that could not be contained.
Margo Adkins · Sweaty, clammy palms
stick to a vinyl car seat at the drivein movie
To a Dandelion
waiting to be held or even touched.
~

A thousand stars descended .on your
head.
A thousand stars embrace the
sky.
Your whispering of s~ and
death and
caterpillars turning into clouds
butterflies
is muffled, lost
th
tt ·
f
among
e mu ermgs 0
bugs.
·
I crouch down now to catch the.
word s.
Your stars go flying.
Just your stem is left,
holding the silence,
holding only sounds that cannot
speak.
Margo Adkins

Photo by Mike Brach

Like Old Houses
like old houses,
·
people
from their empty windows
stare.
no one lives here
now.
but sun still seeps
in through the cracks.
s.hadows creep
across the floor.
I stare out
my window
at the watercolor world.

Pale, blue-veined hands;
kneading, holding children,
washing clothes, changing diapers.

tears
blur the shapes.
the colors
mingle.
Margo Adkins.

. Trembling hands
Karats
with bitten-down fingernails
-~d cuticles the color ~f blood
. Within our s kle
will never grasp anything too firmly ·
Y
par
.
•
I see eons of passion, ceaseless joy;Everlasting peace.
One turn and spectrums leap
Intense, massive hands
d .
.A
h ful
with one bulging muscle just below
t my ope eyes an pierce
the pinky
At the dullness left there.
·fly across the keyboard,·
You are color yet are clear.
landing with controlled power
You are pure,.perfect and lovely,
upon a single note.
My precious diamond jewel.
Lyn Ellen .T honiblad
L. Ann K~ys

Now appearing ...

Transatlantique
Friday and Saturday April 16 &17

Monday -· ·
Busch Draft
$2.75/pitcher
Tuesday
Stroh's
75 cents a bottle
· Wednesday
Ladies' Night
2 for 1
On All Draft

Thursday
Pitcher Michelob
$~.00
·Friday
Happy Hour
All Day
Satur~ay Night
He1neken
$1.00/bottle
Sunday Night
Free Draft or
Coke w/sandwich

(Bl!J(](J[b l]~(E(l (l(!JIJ
*

ALL NEW GAMES

*

Photo by Roger "Thousand Dollar" Hopper
.

-

Sleeper, .Wake
Sleeper, wake.
Your dogs have held me at bay
too long
Here in the gray day yard, swept bare
brown and brittle.
·
Sleeper, wake.
No light falls from your window.
The air grows cold.
I am weary of watching, but will hang
my heart. .:on your thorny fence
Rather than let you wake alone.
Elizabeth Cad.lac
(

Solltary
The dancing flam~ across .
The room-stretch out glowing
Orange arms,
While all around the smiling
Faces senq forth sparks
In blue and green.
~d .I,

on this cold grey
Pavement stand rooted,
·washed by penetrating rain,
SwayingReaching into the window-pane.
Shirley Grey Brewer

One 'rwo Fingers®Dorm Shirt
Yours for S695 · ·
lt'II cover you up. It'II keep you warm. Besides, it
says you have good taste when it comes to Tequila.
Two Fingers. Order one up ... the Tequila and the
Dorm Shirt. Just flll out the coupon beiow·and send
along $6.95 for each shirt. The rest is up to you.

Pick a legend
and save!

Send check or money order to:
Two Fingers Tequila Merchandise Offer ·
P.O. Box 02609, Detroit, MI 48202
Please send me _ _ Dorm Shirt(s). I have enclosed
$6.95 for ea~h Dorm Shirt ordered.
Specify women's size(s): 0 Sma11 0 Medium
0 Large 0 Extra Large
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

No purchase required. Allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery. Offer good in Continental
U.S. only. Void where prohibited by law.
Michigan residents add sales tax. Offer
expires August 31, 1982.

-

© 1981 . Imported and bottled
by Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.,
Burlingame, CA. Tequila, 80 Proof.
Product of Mexico.

J98J

.XJ/9 -

TwO- FingerS
is- atlit'takes.
"
- ---

-

.

-

-

-

- - .-

t.P'-'

IN UCF AREA

":~..,,..-1-111-ci-11____,
·1

......

TMn 1; C1l1illl Dr.

as-tat

J98J

EST HWY

SPIDER.
2000 ··.

·Both equipped with air conditioning, fuel injection, electronic

·

·_.radial tires·and more.

'

igni~on, &-speed cwerdrive transmissionr4-wheel disc brakes

·

·

"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION

,.;

\ :

37 . 36
£ST HWY

-

n. Moll C.•pltte R1~11tor Shi~ In Central ,_.,,~.
"LOW PRICES" . .

EPAESTr

. MPG

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

....

6IO ca. St.

..

liAslll URI .•

~

(Of•••
,..,.,.....,
ttl-tm
-

. ''Save hundreds this week only''
.

.

~KING
. -a aao m1suzu
1406 Sand Lake Road Orlando• 855-9220 .

~----~------------..:..:.::..:.;::.:._

_____,

..

,,.
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EPAgives_UCF $91,100
·to purify area .drinking.
- water

HOW? With
Adia Temporary Services
Call Adia

by Keith V. Kyker
UCF has been awarded $91,000 by
the E·nvironmental Protection
Agency to continue reseaching ways
to remove harmful ·substances from
drinking water.

6220 S. Orange Blossom Trail
Suite 105
,; Top Pay
Orlando
,;
,;
,;
,,,

/.If,.-..;;;;....

Exciting Jobs
Medlcal Life Ins.
Vacation Pay
Hollday Pay

The money will be used to complete the final phase of a three-year
project aimed at reducing .the
amount of trihalomethane (THM) in
the drinking water of Melbourne,
Fla. residents.

855-6900

ARMY NAVY .STORE
(305) 843-4320

Taylor and his associates have formulated a six-part program to at- ·
tack the problem. Three of those
parts have been completed, while
THM, a cancer-causing car- · the other three remain in operation.
cinogen, ''is not an immediate type . The major emphasis will be placed
of danger,'' Taylor said. The amount on a four-system.pilot plant for the
currently found in drinltjng water treatment of drinking water.

Camouflage Shirts • Camouflage Pants
Camping Eqqlpment • Compasses • Clothing
Machettes • Combat Boots • Blue Jeans
Tarps • Knaps~cks

COME IN AND BROWSE AROU.ND

~:nfy1a:;~0:i"gt~gds~o:i:yo~~ignlfs:~~a~,a~:s~:~:.· I
--

I

Want to brighten your days? Alittle moonlight can
put a lot of sunshine in your life. Earn extra in-I

Need"a roomm~te?· Have $~JJ!ethtng_ rto sell? . ~~r·
only 50¢.. a -line-, <-~~dents, facul,ty» ·& . ~t~ff can:'.:·~~
vertikse ieAd~he Millrbketplabce t~t ~~,~f.~·::~;~~ c&~., . . J~~
mar et.
s .u.µ. ~- . e SU m " ed :f.o.
,.
l 2' .~i~~
8. n '
(pratthetitiP.~'cifplacement ..·CBI · 75·-2 .65or ~ ~· "· .
by the Business Offite before noon the MoDllJV.
f
h . _:r;. ; ' b
·
·
be ore t e ..... IS to . e run,

1

:~~~~:fo~~o:f:;:~~t~~:hone your local Amway ~I - _.:_ •oo~ma- ~as:-- Phone 699-0213.

ADVERTISING REPS needed to service existing
and new accounts now and through the summer.
20% commission. Call 275-2865 or come by the
Future business office.

I

• '.

,...

L~ _1

Following an EPA review of the
program an additional $91,000 was
awarded. The total budget for the
program is close to $250,000. The ci·
ty of Melbourne has also offered
financial assistance, by employing a
technician to work on the project in
cooperation with UCF.

Dr. James S. Taylor, UCF instruc·
tor and direc~r of the project, said
the high THM concentration is
characteristic of drinking water in
many parts of Florida because of the
high organic content of surface
water. When those organic particles
come in contact with chlorine, a
widely-used substance in the
purification of water,. chloroform
·(THM) is thro~ off as a b~·product.

210 W. MICHIGAN
ORLANDO, FLA. 32806

Petty, Specials, old rock, & originals.Call 4254319or647-2413.
I

has little affect, but could prove
harmful over a period of years.
Water service to the Melbourne
~ea was tagged .among the most
potentially dangerous in the nation
'by the EPA in 1978. That same
year, UCF launched a study with
$8,000 appropri'ted by engineering
dean RobertD. Kersten. The pro-·
. gram gained federal support in June
1980, when a grant proposal · for
$131,000 submitted by Taylor, was
approved by the EPA.

Futwe ataff

-,-- - -

·

.1

j I am looking for a male roommate between 21-25

years old. Preferably a working student. I have a
12-bedroom, 1-bath duplex in a quiet stately neighborhood. Date available, April 20. The rent is
1 .$U2 per month, utilities $50. No deposits. Call
• - - .WRITERS NEEDED to write for the Future. You I "Robert" between 4 and 7 PM 896-3865
·
·b d
d
b"I" I
·
'
·
need the chps to get a 10 an we nee your a 11ty
--now and through the summer. Call 275-2601 or I Neat nonsmoking male wanted to share 3-bdrm.
275-2602. (Some positions paid.)
apt. at Oakwood Village. $128/mo. plus utilities.
.
. . . . I Summer only. Call Steve, 275-4383 or Tom, 275Delivery of Future newspap.ers - starting April I 4183.
.
2~ we need~ people to distribute the Future on
--.
Friday m~rnmgs. ~ust be able to start at 6:00 I Roommate wanted: responsible female to share
AM. Pay 1s appro~1mately ~10 each week. Come furnished mobile home wl same. '_Vasher/dryer,
by the Future Business Office or call 275-2865.
pool, piano. $135, util., & deposit. 237-4441
--days, 282-6587 nights.
OVERSEAS JOB~ - S~mmerly~ar round. Europe. S.
Amer., Aus.traha, ~s1a. All f~elds. $~00 · $1200 I Female room~ate wanted to share 2-bedroom/2monthly. S1_ghtseemg. free mfo. Write IJC, Box bath apt. 3 miles from UCF. Call Karen at 671·
52-FL4, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
I 8117.
.

I

I
I
I

I
•
I
services
I
I Eng. riding lessons. Also several nice ponies. for

,I

I S
F
34a5704 ft 6 PM
lsae. ycamore arm, ~
aer
or
2683

Ix '
I Piano lessons: Suzanne, 277-4857, 282-4857.
-t- -.-t. - - - - --I
ECONO-MOVE
.
yplS S ;
·

•••

_,

·

·Of spelling, gramm~rt p1H1c. and edit1ng includetl.
. : ~~- ·
I T~ypm
~. g serv1·ce ava1.1-abl e. 11 years
- - - .. · -~ - ,
experience.
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275_6257. .

:

I.EXPERIENCED TYPIST _ FAST :- ACCURATE· EDITING - DAY OR EVENING - 678-0241.
1
____
__ _
I Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. ex.perience at low rates. Call DAY or EVENINGS 67a..
14360.

I'
____
I
FAST PROFESSlONAL TYPING ·
-Guaranteeil 100% accuracy. Expert correction of
I spelling, grammar, punctuation. Term papers,
I thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes,
and typing. All work prepared on IBM display
.
.--.- .
I
- - . . . I writers. Full-time staff, all have college degrees
30 part-ttmelful~·!•me distributors needed to I Roommate wanted: female preferred. $140/mtnth I 24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.
marke~ f_uel add1t1ve; you s~t your own hours. to share 3 bdrm/2 bath. Non-smoker. Call 282- I
--Comm1ss1on starts at Yl and increases. Call 365-1 2695, ask for Anita.
TYPING3483.
·
I _
_ ~___ I
Term papers, resumes, theses
.
---Roommate needed - I have unfurnished 2-bedroom I
Reasonable prices
Pt.-time homecleaners needed 10 to 20 hrs. per w. I apaqrtment at Haystacks. Call Rick at 275-8250
McDonough's, 830-7252
·
Must have transportation and phone. Can earn up LM-W-F evening or any time other days.
I
-·
to ~ per hr. within 1st 3 mo. ~all 671-7463 for - - - ~--:- - - - - - ..:...- - - , Word processing profe.ssio~al typist: ·-comp~
details.
I
f 0 'r s. a I e
I accuracy with DOT mat~x pnn~er hne 1ustifi~tton
___ . :. . ______ _; _ -l
edi~ing and proofread1ng. Pickup and delivery
Sex sex sex. Now that I have your attention ... I ava!lable. Theses, reports, resum~s. 15 yrs. exI 1979 Plymouth Arrow Sport Truck. Bright red- I penence: From $1.50 per page. Licensed notary.
for rent
I orange with black bed cover. 2600CC Mitsubishi Call Jaclue, 678-3173.
I motor. Excellent condition. $4995. Chris, 322· l TYPING. Prof._ styled work. Former tJpesetter..~
Beautiful aimost new 3-bedroom, earth tone 070l, Sanford.
decor, cent. air, garage. $435. Call 273-3143·
Bicycle. Ross pro Gran Tour. Lg. frame, exc. conClose by. Clean 3-bedroom, just redecorated, big diti~n. $lSO~ Call 365-642! after S:30, alloy
fenced shaded yard, dbl. carport. $400. Call 273- wheels.
3143.
·
TyPewriter: Smith Corona, manual with power
-UCF
b
d
b
th
spacer.
Excellent condition. $70. Call Barbara,
Apt . for ren t across from
• 2• e room 1- a · I 282-1556
AvailableMay1.Call275-3439.
·
___
.
I HONDA cli90ol ind CB7SOE. SHOWROOM COND.
311, large porch, private, He.mdon area, con-, EXTRAS INC.: luggage rack, shop manual, bell
venient to school, city. $300, first and last. 896- helmet. Call 323-2930 9 AM· 11 PM.
2636.
I
. --12-bedroom, 1Yz-bath, solar water heating, 11 Yi%
bond program. $47,000. Call 277-2544.

273-5610

UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished &Unfurnished !$245 - $270
2 Pools, Tennis Court•

On-site·bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall
c

I
I New homes, 3 & 4 bedrooms, behind UCF, from
I $43,500. Contact Bob Ross for details. Harmony
I Real Estate, REALTOR, 678-3100, 275-3666.
I CAR SPEAKERS, BRAND NEW, Jenson 6X9 Coax II,
I $50. Computer 5.25" diskettes, $20/box. 277.
3953 after 5 PM.

_BIRTii CONTROL

I moderate prices... Call Suzanne, 277-4857, 282·
l 4857 '
l TYPING - appearance counts in grading!' ExI perienced typist · 1 mi. from campus · do all types
I of work. Materials & minor editing included. IBM

1

Sel. II. Marti, 365-6814 before 7:·30 AM or after
.
5. 30 PM or UCF X2811 .

µ

--~ .

I ..
I

!'""7

-

-----

carpooI

I Driver wanted: person traveling east from Colonial

,
Plaza Mon. to Fri. going to UCF. Leaving after 2:30
I PM. Must arrive UCF before 5:00 PM. Good pay. •
Call 282·2440.
.

1-=--------·-----·
I
I

other

I STATISTICS Majors·· I need help. I am looking for

I a tutor for STA 3023 starting ASAP. Willing to
I pay for this position. Call Steve at 331-6508.

·

Gay Community Services of Central Florida of· .
fering legal and medical referral, counseling, ho
line with trained members & special activities. For
information call 843-2750.
·
FRE~ PREGNANCY TESTING ., 84 2 3
~~=:i:.~~t!!:::::~Pbreas~-e!:m
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BETA C t' 419 N M r 0 I
en er:_ __ ·_ agno ta, r •

I Reasonable. CalrBea,!~8-l38&.
___

•••

896-9037
Quality Low Cost Moving

1-. ·
. · ---; . · I EXfER~ TYPIN~: 24 yrs. exp. ull t1m~. Term
I papers, _theses, reports, resumes, e.t~. C!rrectl111
I

· .

.

·

[/Jge
· OC

r

·fr)1 . .

C::linic
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University of Cen~ral Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
·REGISTER NOW BY PHONE* 855-0881
UCF

South
Orlando
Campus
.

!

I

SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINK!
.

.

:r-4-

lO SANfORO 'JtoAYTONA
'

t

r

I

---.-- I- -,-f-1--•
I
! I
- "' ~ · -1- -· •:r-4- S - ,. .- ..!f_ .. - -,'
'I

I

1

I

,

t

.,

/0

Time wise - SOC is closer
to students in yellow area
than the main campus is!
Consider traffic, 1-4,
EfW Expressway, distance... -·
e.g. save 10 minutes
from Altamonte Springs

17/92

.

I

II Al T AMON TE
- SPRINGS

(SOC)

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park
On South U.S. 441
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

c ·OLLEGE OF EDUCATION
REG

KEY

PFX

NO

SEC

SEM
HRS

COURSE TITLE
May 10

3062

91

3

120~

'EVT

1207

EVT

3562

91

3

3146
3147
3148

EVT 5685
EVT 5685
EVT 5685

91
92
93

2
3

DAY -

-C-

TIME

June 18

Professional Role of Voed
Teacher
Mon-Wed
Special Needs of Voed Students Mon-Wed
May 10

4

~A-

5·9 pm
5-9 pm

July 30

Comp•tency-Based Voed Educ. · Tue
Competency-Based Voed Educ. Tue
Competency-Based Voed Educ. Tue

5·9 pm
5·9 pm
5·9 pm

GRADUATE ENGINEERING classes also available at SOC. PLEASE CALL
COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: .We have a Decwriter II computer terminal tied to the main
campus. UCF students located in SOC' s service area are encouraged to use this equipment.
*To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (SSS·
_0881) - 10·5 any day. You then register for Main Campus Courses at your scheduled appointment time by going to the Problem Table.
.
:

•
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University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPo'S (SOC)
offers

CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru GRADUATE students
T~ ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE.to SOC ($55-0881)
- 10·5 any day. You then register for Main Campus Courses at your scheduled appointment
time by goinJ to the Problem Table.

0

JI

"'II

REG .
KEY
PFX

Wr

w;ta

NO

SEC

wcSUMMER 1982•
SEM
HRS

A

COURSE TITLE
May 10 -

1269

HSC 3152
1104 MAC 1104
1145 MAR 3023

51
51
51

2
3

3

June 21
~153

FIN

-B~

3403
4241

51
51

3
3

Business Finance
Sociology of Aging

2104

4241

91

3

Sociology of Aging

2080

STA 2014

51

3

Prlnclples of Statistics

ENC 1101

51

3

Composition I

May 10

I

>41"

>411

w

TIME

June 18

-

soc
soc

3050

>41R

DAY

Mon-Wed 6·8· pm
M·T·W·R 2·4 pm
Tue·Thr
6-10
pm

Health Law
College Algebra
Mark•tlng
·

..
2103

>41"

July 30

-C-

M·T·R·F
2·4 pm
Mon-Wed
6·1 O
pm
Mon-Wed
6-1 O
pm
M·T.·W·R. 2-4 pm
July

~o·
Mon-Wed 6·8 pm

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE REDUCED SUMMER TUITION FEES

SAMPLE SCHEDULES
p
L

p

L
~

A
N
y
0

SEMESTER A

'
.

··LOWER DIVISION-

MAC 1104 3 hrs College Algebra MTWR 2-4 pm

H

A

N.

STA 2014 3 hrs Prln: of Statistics _MTWR 2-4 pm

SEMESTER .C .

R

c

B ·

~

u
s

SEMEST~R

u

R·

ENC 1·101 3 hrs Comgosltlon I MW 6·8 pm
--~~~~~---~~~---:---~----~----------~--~--~----------

.

SEMESTER A

··UPPER DIVISION-

SEMESTER B

D

HSC 3152 .2 hrs Health Law MW 6·8 pm

cs
H
E
D

E

u

y
0

u

SOC 4241 3 hrs Soc. of Aging MW 6·10 pm

L

L

E

E

MAR 3023 3·hrs Marketing TR .6·10 pm

FIN 3403 3 hrs Bus. Flnanc~ MTRF 2·4 pm

YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE:
WATCH FOR ·THE SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS LISTING
OF FALL SEMESTER CLASSES
IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO TAKE A FULL LOAD OF
REQUIRED CLASSES AT .SOC
FREE PARKING PLAN CAREFULLy . TEXTBOOK SALES

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7.300 Lake Ellenor Drive

Ph. 855·0881
In Orlando Central Park
On South U.S. 441
Dr. R~C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

tN

50

McCOY
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Jumping from a "perfectly good airplane" then ..-..
peacefully drifting back to earth is a dream and fan·
tasy shared by many. The assumptions that making
a sport ·parachute jump requires long hard training
courses, at~letic ability and buying parachute gear. ~
ar:e untrue. Actually anyone interested in making a
parachute jump can be trained and make their first
jump in one .tay. The first jump course begins at 9:00
~
a.m. and lasts until 4:00 p.m. Classes are taught by
an experienced sky diver with a parachute instructor
rating. Upon completing the course students may .
make their parachute jump (weather permitting).
The jump is made from 3000 feet and will be
photographed ·by the jumpmaster in the airplane. Af·
ter the jump there is a critique of the jump and the
certificates are awarded. The first jump course is
$85.00 per student. This includes your training
manual, equipment, instruction, your jump and cer·
tifi t
ca e. Call Jerry R. Gillard at (305) 351-0126

FOR YOUR
'CAREER
IN MODELING

LIGHTS!
CAMERA!
SEMINARS
PHOTOGRAPHY
COMPOSITE DESIGN
NATIONAL PROMOTION
MAKE-UP ARTISTRY
AND MORE

We are looking for Male, Female,
Adults and Children. Students of
Theatre, Dance, Mime and Voice
can also be handled by our agency.

ACTION!·

The Thomas James Agency
101 WymoreRoad
Altamonte Springs, Fla. 32701

lI

ed by the candidate will not be considered in their expense statement.
The elections commission shall be
responsible for the repioval of all
campaign material whenever possi·
• ~le.,,
.
Because the two provisions are
, contradictory, the commission was
~ forced to rule which of the two
~ guidelines took precedence. It noted
B "as the prevailing rule" and indicated Perez did not have to declare
~ the $192 ad on his expense statement.
~ The Elections Commission
therefore could not disqualify Perez
for exceeding his limit of $393 on
campaign expenses with the addiJ tion of the ad's cost.
The Commission then adopted
Perez's contention that The SIGnal.
did not .deny EPIY candidate equal
time:
''The'SJGnal.' publication provided every opportunity to include
every party's interests. We further
note that lack of the knowledge to
this opportunity does not constitute
a violation ·of the election procedures. ''
After the Commission rendered its
decision in Morlock's contestment,
it added "further comment."
Under this heading the commission addr:essed itself to the Future's
policy of editorial endorsement:
· "In reviewing the question of
valid publications to endorse public
~actions, we note that the 'Future'
newspaper student publication
· should not attempt to speak for the
entire student body. The funding
procedures which allow the
newspaper to exist pose a qu~stion
as to why student funds are being

l
I
I
j

1

used to finance the opinion of the
few. We direct this question to the
judicial council.''
Mary Wilson, editor in chief of the
Future, disagreed with the commis- 1
sion's analysis of the endorsement
issue. "The statement in the election
commission's memorandum is
grossly misleading.'' Wilson said.
"If one has read any editorial endorsement over the past seven
years, no one has ever made the.
statement, 'the student bOdy endor8es ... ' We always lead 'The
Future Editorial Board endorses... '
and we explain our reason why,"
Wilson added;
"We seek out the candidates,
sponsor a campus debate, interview
each one, cover each one in our news '
pages before we endorse.
I find it ironic that in the same
decision that the commission
defends the SIGnal.'s open endorsement of two candidates, it questions
the right of the campus newspaper
to that same freedom of speech.''
Morlock would not comment on
the commission findings, saying he
wanted to meet with his campaign .
staff to discuss the possibility of appealing the ruling.
If Morlock decides to appeal, his
case will come before SG's .Judicial
Council. In the event a Judicial
Council ruling is appealed, the case
goes to the administration and eventually to Dr. Trevor Colbourn,
university president.
Perez said he believed the commission's ruling to be an exoneration of
any wrongdoing.. ''They rule<;l
unanimously in my favor and I want
to get back to the election and let
the students decide,'' he said.

Hu ssa i n i -from.page 1
does exist in this country."
Krublit characterized Hussaini' s
speech ns ''rhetoric, double-talk and
propaganda.''
"The facts he did have he turned
around to his side,'' Krublit said.
"But it's (PLO) a terrorist organization no matter how he tries to white.
wash it."
A Palestinian student in the auc!ience said he was glad Hµssaini
r ~ was able to speak at UCF. ·"For
every. story there is two sides,'' he
~d. "We need to hear both sides."

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career,oriented job, do you
know what's stopping you from getting the American ExpresskCard?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We
believe in you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. A_nd this offer
is even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do· you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it's a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know that's important.
.
Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for
things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and
welcomed worldwide, so are you.
· So fill in the coupon below and American Express will send you a Special
Student Application right away. We'll also send along a free handbook that has
everything you need to know about credit.
The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it:"

.-------------,I

I
I
I
I
I
I

·I

O

Please send me a Special Student Application
for the American Expressii Card
O And the free Credit Handbook.
Mail this coupon to:
American Express Company
P.O. Box 923, Madison Square Station
New York, New York 10010

~H.. mc AJJrc»

______

C ot \

State

L ~l=r~'=Y-

Z1r

__;lj

I
I
I
I
I
1

The
H~~~~ ·~oci~ty
Needs Your Help·!
Send Your Donations to:
2001 E. 25th Street
Sanford,Fla.32771

new service
ACS thatofferscana help
you get

DoLLARS FOR COLLEGE
• Complete an ACS Data form and o
mputer provides you with 5 to 25 sourc
financial aid matched with your individual
, interests and qualifications.
• Results are guaranteed.
• For complete information call:

291-9967
Or write to:
Academic C.Ounseling Services
P.O. Box 285
Oarcona, FL 32710

,,. r ..:
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"Los Ita!!anos .Insepera~les," ~aid Pepe, introducing The cast and <fu'ector Anne Welsch puttin' on the Christine Bruening taps out a message from the
Ritz. "Blind Joe" (Don White) missed the shot: spo~or. ::t&"t your heart oii°(Ann Miller.
this act. Drag rascism, Pepe? ·
1
f

·Take a rhurl)ba from 1 to 10, and line up for ,fun
by Lee Elliott
fntertalnment editor

Great families are founded on
breeding, brains and beauty. The
Hernandez family has the first item
down to a science, because they've
apparently been · fruitful and
multiplying like rabbits. Pepe Hernandez (Miguel Morales) deserves
the Honduras version of the Medal
of Honor for putting so many out-ofwork (and probably unemployable)
relatives to good use in "El Grande
·de Coca-Cola."
· Hernandez, a third-rate im·
pressario. boasted to his local press
that his nightclub would feature an
' extravaganza of international stars.
His uncle, manager of the Coca-Cola
bottling plant, put up the pesos. Imagine hi~ surprise and delight when
1 his own relatives bound onstage, impersonating top flight acts.
Imagine the audience's surprise
and delight when the UCF_~eatre

Department lampoons cabaret acts
with great vigor and timing.
Murphy's Law is international. If
an act could g0 wrong, it goes wrong
at Pepe's: the acrobats won't give
each other a tumble, dance routines
get off on the wrong foot, the singers
aren't above carrying a note in a
basket.
There isn't much plot to develop
· in "El Grande-," but ifs a priceless
opportunity to tum slapstick into a
.real comedy of error~.
Pepe is a strutting little gallo who
thinks his impersonations are the
greatest: Cagney, Steve Martin,
former president Nixon (if Nixon
had said his famous "I am not a
crook" in Spanish, he would have
been tarred and feathered, not par·
doned).
His wife Maria (Donna Sarro) isn't
much of a chanteuse, but her rendi·
tion of "Feelings" makes Mae West
look frigid. On opening _night, she

sauntered singing into the audience
and began caressing a student
senator, who promptly turned rojo. .
Ah! When you've seen the first Rob
Rotter red-faced, can spring be far
behind?.
Since the twi$gs of Pepe's fami·
ly tree make "Roots" look like a
newsreel, we won't go into
who's-related-to-who, . but the
relatives each deserve una mention
especiale. Consuela (Christine
. B~ening), there's always a place for
you in show-biz as the dancing letter
N on SNL's newbreaks. What a
hoofer.
Esteban (Thomas E. Mullins) is
mucho grande himself, as a singer.
Juan (Jeffery Dannels) is a long
drink of tequila who doesn't have to
do much to get a laugh. His limpwristed "Italiano Inseperable" drag
stripper was a high spot <>f the show;
Miguel (Brian Double) and
Juanita .(Anandy Hazrovy) like to
pla~ rough .. A love song turns into a
I

•

•

vicious Apache dance, and Miguel's
Elvis take-off" almost became a
goupie-led gang rape. Encore,
Miguel! It takes une h0mbi'e grande
to lose his ropas onstage and look
good while doing it.
Tiny Ellen Walter gets a
guaranteed laugh With her duet of
"You Don't Send Me Flowers" wi~h
Juan, but we won't give. that away.
No, that and plenty more of the
same should keep the house as full
as it has been. Director Anne
Welsch described the show as being
like Saturd;ay Night Live in pidgin
Spanish, and she was right. "El
Grande" is that" fast, ~hat funny and
almost as risque.
Let's hope the people who play the
audience keep doing as well as they
did opening night: they didn't miss.a
laugh and they were quick enough to
comprende a little basic Spanish.
Roll over, .Shakespeare, Pepe Hernandez was born to play "}Jamleto."
"Ai!Ai! Pobre Yoricko... "

in his own right carries on fOr brother, Harry
by Larry Thompson

'~I'm really happy with these guys 'because they can rock out," said
Chapin. ·
· Jesus was born in Gainsville, Ga., and it snowed in New York on Easter.
Although Chapin has only made two albums in the past six years, he
To singer-songwriter Tom Chapin that's just great.
plans to devote more time to writing and try to do at least one album every
For Chapin, brother of the late balladeer Harry Chapin, a little snow at his year or so from now on.
"I'm my own boss," he Said. "On the one hand you have a personal art
home in Brooklyn Heights didn't matter; he was enjoying a few days off
with his family and friends. After several successful opening act ap· (s0ngwriting) ... but then I get the chance to perform it. I'm a pwduct of the
,
pearances with Sha Na Na and the ~arshall Tucker Band, Chapin was last 20 years of music."
preparing for his next concert, tomorrow night at the Tupperware ConvenHe described the rigors of roadwork as beneficial, especially since the new
tion Center in Kissimmee.
album is getting good airplay in the Southeast.
In addition to his current promotional tour, highlighting songs from his
Although Chapin is most well-known for his role as host of the Emmylatest Capitol release, "In The City Of Mercy," Chapin has been the musical winning TV series, "Make A Wish," he doesn't foresee any immediate work
.
·
.
director of the highly successful off-Broadway production, ~ 'Cotton Patch lit that medium: ·
Gospel."
.
"TV is a funny animal;" he said. He said it's more of a do-it-if-you-have"Cotton Patch" was the brainstorm of Harry Chapin and i~ a country· the-time diversion. "I just want to grow as a writer and performer right
western paraphrasing of the New Testament. The show involves a four·man now," he said.
Still, Chapin manages to devote part ofhis time to continuing the work of
bluegrass band and a single actor, Tom Key, who portrays 33 different
characters including Jesu~. who is to be born to the virgin Mary Hagler and his brother; Harry, in the World Hunger movement. Prior to Harry's death,
her husband-to-be, Joe Davidson.
Tom and he were performing about 30 concerts a year for World Hunger, a
Chapin said that plans are· underway to take the show on the road and it group whose aim is not to feed the world, but to simply educate the public
will open in Atlanta sometime in June.
as to the needs of the world's hungry.
''World Hunger was founded to cqange American food policy,'' Chapin
Chapin is also working on a musical of his own, ba8ed on the life of the
prolific bank robber, Willie Sutton.
.
said. "Harry was totally pragmatic; an incredible lobbying power. The
"I work all the time," said Chapin. "I'm not at all at a level where I'm a Reagan administration was a bigger shock to World Hunger than Harry's
major name. If a job comes up, I'll work."
·
death."
Describing his music, Chapin tends .to avoid labels. He does emphasize, · But for the immediate present, Tom Chapin'.s motto is "Have guit.ar, will
however, that the new album is "not a folk album." Playing with a variety travel."
of headline artists and dealing with the variety of situations he encounters
'There is an audience for my music,'' he said, and whether they prefer the
on the college circuit has helped him develop his own sound. "It's made me solo ballads or the all-out rockers, 'Tom Chapin will be more than ac- .
enormously stronger," he said.
.
commodating.
·
As a specia.l service t.o UCF students, all $9.00 reserved seat tickets will .
Having a solid band helps, too. The group, aptly named Friends, is co~posed of Chapin's buddies from New York and includes Peter Bliss (guitar,_ be available at the door for only $7.00 with a valid UCF student or staff ID.
piano, and vocals); Paul Guzzone (bass and v~s); and Dave Forman The concert begins at 8 p.m. Saturday, April 17 in the Tupperware Conven(~
tion Center.
Future start
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:The Second Most Trivial:Contest Ever
1. wnere Is "Rick's Cote Amerlcalne "? ........................... .
2. There Is a place wh~re people never age, according to author
James Hilton. Where? .......................................... .
3. What land Is east of Eden? .................................... .
4.- Where did Christopher Isherwood's Sally Bowles live? ............. .
5.· Samuel Butler wrote about a place where everything was
backwards. Name It............................................ .
6. Name Jonathan Swift's land of the giants........................ .
7. Where Is Lethe? .........•............ ·........................ .
8. In the old song, where were you Invited to "come and hear those
dancing feet"? .................................................. .
9. What city Is represented on the "Monopoly" game board? ........ .
10. Where Is Hadrian's Wall? ..................................... .
Name ............................... Phone .................. .
Address ................................·...................... .
Major or Dept ................................................. .

Pizzeria

~t~

Ristoraqte

Hwy. 50Just West Of Alafaya Tr.
(Fafrway Shopping Center)

IMO~!~;!~!~OOPM
i FRI. & SAT. U:OOA~-:OOAM
i· SUNDAY l:OOPM-ut:OOPM

!'BEER & WINE

.,

~.AVAILABLE ·

Casa

M1i\ ·

Pl1:url1 -+- RlltonQt.e

.

ALL THE SPAGHETTI
&SALADBAR
YOU CAN EAT

$2.99
5 p.m. till 9 p.m.
Sun. -Wed.

.

Maura SWlsher, a 19-year-old general studies major, won last week's trivia contest and
a VIP pass to Daisy'• la•ment at 18 Gertrude's Walk, any·album from hoorcl ..., at
7340 University Blvd., a large pizza from Mlohael'a at 12309 E. Colonial Drive, a unicorn
bell from Unicom Corner at zo:J Curry Ford Road, passes to PuH-Putt In Fern Park and
free video game tokens from 8amH R Fun at 3908 Curry Ford Road.
Fiii out the entire entry form and bring It to the Future offices by 10 a.m. Wednesday. The
offices are In the white trailer near the Health Center.
In the event of a tie, the winner wlll be chosen by a drawing. You may enter as many
times as you llke, but only one correct response per person wlll go Into the tie-breaker
drawing. Last week's winner and Future staffers and their fomllles ore not ellglble.
Thank you to all the fine businesses who helped make the contest a success and thank
you to everyone who responded.
Good luck, take your time and please print or type your answers.
Moura was still In shock when she come
· by the offlc.e to pick up her awards letter. "I
couldn't believe I won," she sold, although
the questions hod not posed much of a
problem for her. She .said she had to look
up the "Lydia the.Tattooed Lady" question
In a music encyclopedlo. King Ludwig's
castle was a small challenge, too. Instead
of colling Disney World for the answer
(DJsney ca·tegorlcolly denies the
Cinderella Castle Is anything but orlglnal,
even though the resemblance Is generally
affirmed by historians and architects), she
"just got a book and looked. for a white
costte with Q blue roof." The other answers
were already known to her. We solute her
trlvlol mind and her Ingenuity In unravel!·
Ing the hard quE\stlons. She thinks It was all
worthwhlle because she loves Daisy's
Maura Swisher.
Basement.
What would It toke to get you checking Into the reference books? Toke a look at this
week's prizes:
A free, one-year members~lp to Park Avenue at 4315 N. Orange Blossom Trol.1, south of
Lee Rd. This entitles the bearer to free admission for self and a guest for one year to Pork
Avenue, e~cludlng concerts and speclal events.
30 free game tokens from The 'Electrtc Circus, 4440 Curry Ford Road In the Conway
Center.
Any $7.50 album from Record City, 134 Fernwood Blvd. In Fern Park or 2912 E. Colonial
Drive In Orlando.
A $10 gift certificate from Seeds •n• stems at 11631 E. Colonial Drive, good for vitamins,
t-shlrts, health foods or paraphernalia.
A free pitcher of beer from lert'1 Place, 4072 Alofayo Troll, across from the UCF campus.
Free posses to Putt·PuH, 345 Hwy. 17-92 In Fern Pork, next to Jal-Aloi.
Free posses to the Interstate Theatre, 114 E. Altamonte Drive In the Interstate Mall, where
Disney's "Fantasia" Is opening today.
Last week's answers were:
1. Groucho Marx
2. ~Ing Ludwig of Bavaria

3. Reverend Dlmmesdale
4. Gollleo
5. The sparrow

Drlve·h o••
a.HERTZ earl

FROM:

..

Miami
Tampa
·Ortando

TO:
Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit .
Boston
New York
Baltimore
Philadelphia
Washington
Atlanta
Houston
Dallas

*ANYCAR *3DAYS
*NO CHARGE FOR MILEAGE:
*NO DROP-OFF CHARGES
Looking for the most economical way to go home at the end of the t~rm? Call Hertz.
For $39 you can drive a comfortable Hertz car to any of the cities listed .. .and leave
it there! Just $39 for three full days! And that's enough time to get wherever you
call home with time to spare. If you need a little ·more time, you can keep our car for
only $19.99 per day up to a.total of two additional days. Maximum rental is five days.
Best of all, this one-way rate applies to a wide choice from our Florida fleet, subject
to availability. Call Hertz today and find out how easy it is to drive home a real bargain!
Get all the facts. Call Hertz.
In _O rlando .. .859-8400 ... Ms. Cooper
FINE PRINT: All cars are sub1ect to availability. These rates are vahd between Apri~ 18 and May 30. 1982 Cars must be dropped off at Hertz locations
designated at the time of rental. Maximum rental period at these rates is five (5) days. Alter live days. Hertz Slandard Unl1 m1ted Mileage Rates will apply to
days over five . Gasoline, local taxes. optional Colhs1on Damage Waiver and Personal Accident Insurance are not included 1n rates Min1mu~ deposit of $100
reQuired for cash rentals. Rentals charged to major credit cards do not requ1rE 3 deposit. Her tz slandard age. drr1er and credit quahf1ca11ons apply.

•

.

®

#1 For Everyone:M

HERTZ RENTS F~RDS AND OTHER FINE CARS
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Sports week
-

l_

.Knights suffer cont ere nee loss, playoff
hopes all but. gone for baseball team
.

by Vince Cotroneo
futlH lfaff

After being held scoreless in the
first two games of the series, the
UCF · baseball Knights scratched
and clawed in game three against
· the St. Leo Monarchs but came up
short in a thrilling 8-7 loss at St. Leo
Wednesday.

The loss, which dropped the
Knights' record to 14·16·3, and 3·7
in the Sunshine State Conference,
almost assuredly closed the door on
any chance for UCF to gain a post
season berth; Bill Moon's squad now
find themselves in an every-game
must-win situation. The Knights
will try to get back on the winning
track tomorrow at 2 p.m. as they

.
: host the Florida lntematiOnal
Sunblazers for weekend:series.
Despite ·d ropping another one-run
game, UCF's fourth in the Sunshine
State Conference, the Knights
outhit ·the Monarchs, 1-8, and had
the game's top performer in
designated hitter Warren Pickett.
The 6'3'' .senior, tied for most
home runs in a season with nine in

a

1980, has experienced a power shor·
tage since. He had only one round·
tripper last year and none so far in
1982. That all ended Wednesday.
Pickett made up for lost time wit-h
two .tremendous home runs, one to
left and one to right, a single and ·
two walks to close out a perfect day
at the plate. He also drove in three
runs.
The lefthander drove in the
Knights first two runs. UCF jumped
ahead, 1-0, on a first inning single by
Pickett, scoring Jim Hawkins from
second base. In the fourth, Pickett's
HR into the left field trees on a Dick
.Newton fastball cut St. Leo's lead to
3-2.
Dan Casey got the
for UCF
but felt the effects of inactivity.
Casey's last action was March 20th
against Northwestern. The junior
lefthander had control problems,
walking five and surrendering three
runs. The runs all came in the third
but were unearned.
With runners on first and second
with two outs, the Monarchs hit a
ground ball to shortstop Mit.ch
Miller. Knight firstbasemari Tom
~ couldn't handle the throw
enabling one run to score. A. wild
pit.ch and two singles pushed across
the other tw~.
Baseball, page 14 .

start

UCF second baseman Rol~d Rivera makes a diving grab of a line drive in a recent game against Florida
Southem. The Knigh~ lost' all three games to Southem. UCF will try to get back on the winning track tomor·
row against Florida lntemational.

Tennis team finishes sec.ond in stote tourney.
by Jose A. Fajardo
FuhHlklff

.
·
.
.
The UCF tenms team went mto the Sunshine
State Conference Tournament held the first week
il 'th hi• g h. h· opes 0 f taking•first place' but
of APr.i Wl
.f!11als~~ ~a:ng second behind cross-town
n~'I
s tt° ege.
· uld . ,, 8 aid UCF
· ~was preh VY sureGl d~eelwteo "IWJD, ery confi
tenms coac
an a 1.
r.
was v
·
dent, and the players were ~onfident because we
had done so well against them before. We just
didn't get the breaks. It wasn't our day."
1

Nw:nber six seed Mike Barrett was defeated
7-6,6·1.
In doubles competition, the team of Kyle
, Langill and Eddie Krass was defeated 6-4,7-6,
while Chappell and McQuagge were also
defeated,. 6-4,3-6, 7·6.
"I didn't expect to get beat so bad," Gladfelter
said. "Every match we played was close. It just
seemed that Rollins always came out ahead.
''I'm still very happy we came in second,'' he
·
.

added. ''There was no doubt that we were the second best team out there."
As to the rest of the season, Gladfelter says he
ie very pleased.
"We're doing much better than I thought," he
said.
With several matches to play before national
competition, Gladfelter is optimistic, and says he·
expects to send three to four members of the UCF
team to nationals.
·

During the first day of competition, held April
1·3, both UCF and Rollins placed all of their
players in the finals. "It was like a Rollins/UCF
dual match," Gladfelter said. "There was little
doubt among the coaches that it was going to end
up Rollins and UCF."
In the final six were UCF's Kyle Langill, Troy
McQuagge, Lenny Engel? Gilbert Chappell, Ed·
die Krass and Mike Barrett. Despite very close
matches, all six lost in the finals and doubles matches.
· "Their home court advantage was quite signifi·
cant," Gladfelter said. "It's not that they were
that much better than us, they just knew how to
play on their courts. It's just like any other
sport, home court advantage is important."
Number one seed Kyle Langill lost in a tie
breaker in the third set after having his Rollins
opponent at match point several times.
Second seed Troy McQuagge lost in his final
match, 6-4,6-4.
After not having faced any tough opponents,
Lenny Engel faced a tough Rollins player and
was also defeated 6-4,6-4.
Gilbert Chappell lost in three sets, 6·1,3·6,6·1,
while Eddie Krass lost in two sets, 6-3,6-3.
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. Eddie Krashes smashes a backhand shot for UCF during the recent Sunshine State Conference
Toumament held at UCF. Despite an impressive performance, the Knights finished second to·
Rollins College.
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Baseball------After five innings, St. Leo was on
top 7-2. The Monarchs greeted ·
_reliever Bill Jon~s with four runs on ,
three hits. Jones didn't help his own .
cause, however, with three wild pit·
ches.
UCF began its comeback in· the
sixth with the help of Pickett. This
time he sent another Newton pitch,
this one for a changeup, screaming
over the right field fence making it
7·3, St. Leo.
Sam Nattile got the · Knights
within two runs on an RBI sing~e in

the seventh. The base hit scored Tim
Foskett and Jim Hawkins, who each
singled and advanced on a passed
~all. That now lifts Nattile ' ~ RBI
total to a team leading 41.
While UCF was playing catch-up
baseball, St. Leo was held iri check
t~s to a fine relief job by Dave
VanCura. VanCura, a freshman lef·
thander from Dover, Delaware, went
four innings without giving.up a run
until the final batter.
The Knights tied it at 7·7 in the
top _of_ the_ ninth. Wayne Gardner

The UCF Crew team returned
from Melbourne this' past week
after· fuming in a fine performance in the Governor's Cup
~gatta. Although the Knights
only placed third in a five team
field, they did well in the individual races, taking two firsts,
· four seconds,_two thirds and a

fourth: State crew power FIT
took fiist place overall with 64
overall points, and UCF was a
close third with 50.
This regatta served as a tuneup
for the upcoming State Championship Race which will be held
~n April 17th at the Tampa Bypass Canal on Route 3(H.

LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!
Our townhouses are designed with students in mind with two
bedrooms of identical size each with private bath; alarm
system, washer/dryer, and many more standard extras that
· are not available anywhere else i~ this area .. Come by or call
1 ,
Jan Robison at .2 73-0990 or 273-6528 after hours. Units are
available for May first occupancy.
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singled and Pickett followed with a
walk. King was hit to load the bases
for Kenny Wright.
Wright gr<>unded into a double
play scoring Gardner. Louis Martinez stepped to the plate pinchhitting for
and got a bad-hop
single Qver the shortstop's J:iead
scoring Kenny Howe, who was sent
in to pinch run for :eickett. Roland
Riv~ra's groundout ended the inning.

Miller

With VanCura still on the mound,
St. Leo drew an opening walk to
start the ninth. After a stolen base
and a strikeout, the Monarchs sent
righthanded power hitter Bob
Gibree to the plate as a pinch hitter.
Knight head coach Bill Moon
countered with rightharided reliever
Bill Julio.
Gibree drove the ball over Kenny
Wright in left field and the winning
run scored from second base.
"We have to come back and play
baseball tomorrow," said Moon.
"We can't .just stop now, we must
get together and hope some things
fall our way."

UCF skiers
take third
in regionals
The UCF water ski team placed
third overall in the Southern .
Regional Water Ski Tournament
last weekend (April 10th and .11th)
at Jim McCormick's Ski Site in
Tampa.
The women's team took · second
place in slalom; third place in tricks
and in jumping, and finished third
overall.
The men's team took third place in
tricks and in jumping and finished
third overall as well as giving UCF
t}_ie third place team overall victory.
UCF ski team member Adam
Perry took third .place in men's
tricks out of 25 skiers and set a new
UCF trick record of 2~440 points.
Perry, and fellow te1µ11 members
Betsy Harris and Linda Weaver
were selected to represent the
southern region in the intercollegiate all-stars tournament in
New Orleans held May 22-23.

1
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CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE- One mile north of SR 50 on Alafaya Trail.

STUDENTS . . . Are you pa~ing rent?
Why not have·your parents inves~ at:

UNIVERSITY PLACE
Duplexes

•

$38,900

Duplexes.

2 bedroom, 2 bath

•Excellent Location near ·
· _ UCF/Westinghouse
.•Pre-completion Prices

•Super Tax Shelter &
Appreciation Potential
•Affordable Financing

•

ENGINEERING
PRO.G RAMMING
All Disciplines
(Aerospace/Comm~rcial E~ectronics)

FLORIDA ·SOUTHEAST
1m·mediate Needs
Hundreds of Florida·
Engineering Positions Ava.Hable

Send resume in confidence to:

L.A. HOFFMANN
& ASSOCIATES,. INC.
Engineering Recruiters 708 East" Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32803
1·305·841 ·2780
Serving Cll1nt1 Nationwide

ALAFAYATRAIL-1 MILE SOUTH OF UCF
282-5020 . •
·645-5121

Send our FTD .

-Glory ol Clpring'"Bouquet.

Seniors!
Did you know your diploma wtH come tn an odd
size? We have custom made diploma frames!
Order or purchase your frame on April 19th at our
one day sp.e clal sponsored by the Psi Chi in the
Student Center. (!o~n:-erly th~_VJllag~ Center).
$2 off~ resular prtces (frOm $7)

·

or
Purchne a frame on April 30th after the ceremony
by lhe bookstore.

or
See our complete "Grand Opening" wood craft Items
at Mary's Home Decorations, 3219 Old Winter
Garden Road and use the discount coupon on any purchase of

$20ormore.
or
Place an order by phone (Call 365-6335 or 299-0522) for
the best quality lowest nrtced custom made frames
·

and wood crafts In town.

$2~00 off
Good towards one diploma frame or- any purchase of $20 or
more. U.se at table on April 16th or at Mary'·s Home Decorations,
3219 Old Winter Garden Rd. Offer expires April 27, 1982.

Capture the
essence of spring
and Easter in a
delig htful way.
. -,.:
Send the new
FTD GLORY

OF SPRING TM

•

Oouquer in our
exclusive FTD
Wove n Wil low l3osl~er.

Orimming wi.rh
on assortment
of lovely
fresh flowers.

rheGLORY
OF SPRING™
Oouquet
is on ideal w ay
to soy "Happy Easter':
So col l or visit us tod ay.

OVIEDO FLORIST
l'!iUNE: 365-3035

CORNER OF WEST BROADWAY & CENTRAL
OVIEDO, FLORIDA

G ijelping you ::any it right.

t

'
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O_D inion
Revise statutes
on SG elections

..

The student senate should revise the new election statutes adopted this year and inake a candidate fully or partially responsible for any ads
and radio spots endorsing him.
A new statute reads: '~Campaign material not
authorized by the candidate shall not be considered in their expense statement."
Its intent seems to be to protect the candidate
from paying for unwelcome endorsements.
However its effect is disastrous. It enables an
~dividual or .organi~ation to put a lot of money
mto a campaign (via ads or radio spots) without
restrictions on how md.ch is spent. "Big money"
behind a certain candidate, with or without his ·
knowledge, could make current campaign expense limits a farce. Candidates could not be guaranteed that they ~d their opponents have equal
amounts of money available to pursue their cam. paigns.
There are a few alternatives. At Florida State ·
the candidate is fully responsible for- all contribu~
tions -to his campaign (including radio or
newpaper ads). However, he is allowed a higher
campaign expense limit of $1,ooo· so that he can· ·
handle declaring the additional expenses of an occasional unauthorized ad.
Or the candidate might retain the current ex~
pense limit (3 cents per student or $393) and be required to declare a certain percentage of such
unauthorized campaign material contributions on
his expenses.
In a national campaign, a candidate cannot
monitor and declare all his campaign contribu·
tions. But in the small-scale college campaign, a
candidate should have more ability and direct
responsibility to restrict campaign contributions.

Letters
.C?n elections.and censorship

BOB GOl /0 MPdOR C(JM'PAN/tS. TO BACK HJ5 CAMPAIGN .... /S
tl-115 ALL THAT YOU C../~N G6T M~(

Correction· -

-------------------------------------------------------case.

In a March 26 editorial the Future stated that
the new SG executive branch should address two
problems··continµing source of funds for the UCF
bus service and bad rapport with minority
students. According to Student Body President
George Chandler, the current executive branch
has ·already addressed these issues, citing. the
following actions:
1) The bus service to UCF is securely funded by
a discount fare of 35 cents. There is no need to
subsidize the program with Student Government
funds to ensure its operation as was once the

A path to PL9 Israeli peac~

Editor:
It is a sad but accurate commentary on the
state of the world when a group 'of small·
Editor:
minded but vocal students can .disrupt an
We would like to publicly commend the event which was intended to promote goodwill
Student Government Elections Commission and understandiilg. I refer to the incident
on its recent efforts in adjudicating the con· reported in the April 2 Future which involved
troversy surrounding the campus paper the removal of flags from around the reflecting
Signal. We believe the April 13 ruling by the pond because opposition arose over the
commission reflects a concern for our-constitu· presence of flags which ·some found
tional rights of free speech and press.
_
"offensive."
In regard to the final copunission opinion
In an effort "to bring an international at·
about the Future endor~ements, our Board of mosphere to UCF's campus" the Association
Publications believes that the Future should
of International Students discovered that in
have the right to make editoral comments on doing so, . it also aroused the anger and igan opinion page.
norance which is prevalent in the world. ·
Future endorsements have never been in the
The problem .of the Palestinians in Israel,"
. guise of majority student opinion. '.ro censor · although geographically removed from Orlan·
the Future editorial page because of student do, finds ugly expr~ssion in those who objected
financial support would lead to complete cen· to the flags of the Palestinian people and the
sorship of our paper.
state of Israel. Those who call the PLO a bunch
Student Government, the SG Judicial of "terrorists" find it just as easy to shrug off _
Board, Administration or any other body the Israeli bombing of Beirut last summer in
should not attempt limitations on any editorial which 300 civilians were killed, as mere
· speech. Private paper or public, the first defense. And those Palestinians who are will·
amendment should not .be abridged.
ing to deal with the state of Israel and propose
Ray Gates instead its destruction .are no more morally
Director Sigma Chi Board ·justified in their cause t'1an were the Jewish
of Publications settlers who pushed them out.
The solution to this highly polarized and
Al Ferguson violent struggle must come from the Israelis
Associate Director and Palestinians · themselves, not from
Sigma Chi Board of.Publications
American Jews opposing the PLO or American
.shuttle diplomacy. Once both sides concede the
Perez rejects.a~ endorsement
right of the other to exist, on terms acceptable
to a majority of their populations, a lasting
,Editorr
peace
can be realized.
In the spirit of Ronald Reagan and the Ku
Until then, it merely prolongs the struggle
Klux Klan endorsement, I reject the endorsement on page 27 of the April 2 issue of the and obscures the real issue to biGker over.flags.
~ony Toth
Future. Although I sincerely appreciate the in·
tent, and the thoughts behind the ad, the hard·
Details of suicide unnecessary
ships and problems caused by it have been exEditor: ·
cessive. Though I did not give authorization
The Future has printed a story that I feel I
for the ad to appear, I must thank those in·
must protest. The article to which I refer redividuals who appeared in it for their concern.
Tico Perez
counted the circum~tances of Michele

.

2) The frustration the Gospel Choir once. had in
obtaining full funding from the senate for the pur·
chase of new robes does not indicate SG ind.if·
ference to minority student concerns. According
to Student Body President George Chandler,
when full funding was denied for the robes,
senate bill negotiation between the SG executive
branch, the university administration, the Black
Student Union and the Gospel Choir led to aqditional sources of funds outside of the $7 50 provid·
ed by the senate.

Epstein's suicide.
Your story revealed details of her death that
should have been kept within the ·circle of her
loved ones. An account granting ·Michele's
memory some dignity would have ooncen·
trated on her life, her accomplishment, ·her
.dreams - not on the six days after her death
and analysis of her emotional state. I am not
writing. this because I have a weak stomach or
because I knew Michele well. I am writing this
because the life of a young woman has been·
nullified not only by her own hand, but ~so by
the words chosen by your reporter. .
Is it possible that the Future has abandoned
humaneness . for sensationalisim? Has the
paper decided to emulate the nation scandal
sheets which splash the tears of private
tragedy across public newsprint? Michele Eps·
tein was human, deserving of compassion; her ,
family should be allowed a pri~ate grief.
Ellen K. LeMosy

Suicide story 'unprofessional'"
Editor:
The death of Michele Epstein last week was
a tragedy. I never met her, but I would like to carry an image of her as a bright college stu·
dent who unfortunately succumbed to depression and committed suicide. ·
Instead, thanks to the Future's April 9 arti·
cle detailing her depressi-On and qeath, I will
remember her as an odorous, decaying body
_surrounded by flies. The reference to the ''flies
and an odor that seemed to be coming ·from
Epstein's apartment" was unnecessary, tacky,
offeµsive and unprofessional.
Pat Boyce

Letter
Policy

Letters must be delivered to the
Future by 5 p.m. on Monday to
be considered for the next issue.
Letters must not exceed 250
words and must bear the writer's
signature, · address, and phone
number. Names will be withheld
upon request.
The Future
reserves the right to edit letters.
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You - on the go - take Command of your future,
your life, and your money. The first two are up to you,
but Com Banks can help ·with the third ...your money.
ComBanks' Command 24 card puts you in command of your
money 24 hours ·a day, seven days a week. You can make a
deposit or withdrawal at any convenient ComBc;mk location.
You can even verify your checking account balance. ComBanks is a full service bank that can help you with your
financial rleeds. Checking and Savings accounts. Loans.
Safe Deposit boxes. And more. Visit your nearby ComBank
location today. Isn't it time for you to take commpnd?

·r

West of
Administration Building,
adjacent to the
parking lot.

Bank
Member FDIC

